Neural architecture search (NAS) is proposed to automate the architecture design process and attracts overwhelming interest from both academia and industry. However, it is confronted with overfitting issue due to the high-dimensional search space composed by operator selection and skip connection of each layer. This paper analyzes the overfitting issue from a novel perspective, which separates the primitives of search space into architecture-overfitting related and parameteroverfitting related elements. The operator of each layer, which mainly contributes to parameter-overfitting and is important for model acceleration, is selected as our optimization target based on state-of-the-art architecture, meanwhile skip which related to architecture-overfitting, is ignored. With the largely reduced search space, our proposed method is both quick to converge and practical to use in various tasks. Extensive experiments have demonstrated that the proposed method can achieve fascinated results, including classification, face recognition etc.
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have demonstrated its amazing feature representation power in various tasks, such as object detection [1, 2, 3] , natural language processing [4, 5, 6] , speech recognition [7, 8] , face recognition [9, 10, 11] etc. Neural architecture, which is task specific, plays the most important role in determining the representation ability. To avoid exhaustively explore and exploit the neural architecture by hand, neural architecture search (NAS) has been proposed [12, 13, 14, 15] .
NAS search the optimal neural architecture with the way of optimization, where the solution is a vector {O layer1 , S layer1 , O layer2 . . . O layern , S layern } with O layerm and S layerm indicating the operator and skip of layer m. The dimension of solution space is defined by the length of vector. Obviously, it is a high-dimensional optimization issue due to the complex topology of architecture and finding the optimal solution is easy to suffer from overfitting [16] . Therefore, the researchers have been focusing on reducing search space and introducing various optimization strategy to make NAS practical. For reducing search space, the existing methods either cut back the operator candidates by combining low-level primitives into high-level operators [13, 17, 18] or search a cell rather than whole architecture in pre-defined manner [19, 14] . In these reduced search space, three optimization frameworks are adopted to find the best neural architecture. [20, 21, 22, 17] search the architecture based on evolution algorithm, which are eager for computational resource. Hence, Reinforcementbased methods (RL-based methods) [15, 23, 24] and gradient-based method [25, 24, 26, 27] draw the attention of research field. Because of inefficiency, RL-based methods always search over a small sub dataset (which usually contains 1/10 samples) and then transfer the search architecture to whole dataset. We argue that the proxy task is easy to suffer from overfitting issue: 1) the subset cannot guarantee to have the same distribution as that of whole dataset exactly, and 2) the subset dataset is too small to cover the neural architecture search space [28] . Meanwhile, although gradient-based methods can directly search over the whole dataset, they still cannot directly search in free architecture space. For example, ProxylessNAS [24] and FBNet [27] search the architecture based on existing models, which indicates that gradient-based NAS might not work well in high dimension. In our experiment, we also find that NAS always prefer to select operator with large kernel size and dense skip connections, which means that NAS is easy to fall into plateau of complex architectures in both parameters and skip connections. In Figure1, we show the KL value based on 0.5 skips probability when searching the neural architecture without skips constrain using ENAS [15] and it is easy to see that the KL value raise after several epochs, which means the skip connection become dense and finally fully connected. The common definition of overfitting in machine learning means that the model is too complex for target task. Hence, both large size operators and dense skip connections contribute to the overfitting issue of the architecture searched by NAS. Delve into overfitting issue, we find that operator of each layer mainly matters the number of parameters and skip connection accounts for the architecture complexity. Therefore, we innovatively define the operator and skip as parameter-overfitting related and architecture-overfitting related elements. From the perspective of feature representation learning, skip are usually expected for offering the different depth-level feature [29, 30] , and operator is mainly designed as the transformation-level function [31, 32, 33] . Hence, we argue that operator and skip could be divided into two domains naturally and optimizing each domain respectively could ease the overfitting issue, e.g. alternative manner, comparing to previous NAS methods.
In this paper, we focus on optimizing the operator combination based on an existing neural architecture with skip fixed. The reason for selecting operator as optimization target lies in two aspects. On one hand, skip actually is not friendly to hardware accelerators, which only support very few kinds of skip connections. On the contrary, different hardware platform prefers different operators and operator selection determines the speed of the network. On the other hand, skip is first proposed as gradient issue solver [34, 35, 36] , and the so-called depth-level feature can be learnt by the transformation-level operators as well. Hence, the target of optimizing operator is to learn good feature representation with hardware-friendly operators. Since the proposed method do not change the neural architecture and only optimize the operator combination, we call it as Neural Architecture Refinement (NAR). We experimentally demonstrate that NAR can make many computer vision tasks achieve fascinated results, including classification, face recognition task (more results and tasks will present later on). In our experiment, NAR optimize the LResNet50E-IR [9] and gain accuracy with 99.75%, 97.61% and 97.13% compared to that with 99.68%, 97.54% and 96.86% over LFW, CFP-FP, AgeDB-30 face recognition dataset with 24% fewer FLOPS.
In summary, the strengths of NAR lies in the following aspects comparing to previous NAS methods:
• Simple: Since the search space of NAR is largely reduced, it is easy to converge on arbitrary proxy tasks with any operator candidates.
• Practical: NAR is general enough to apply in various tasks and only need 10 GPU hours for optimizing a ResNet50 with 4 operator candidates.
Related Work
For designing state-of-the-art architecture, NAS become the basic optimizer. Evolution-based NAS methods explore the network topological transformation by applying evolutional methods like crossover, mutation or recombination [21, 22, 17] . Alternatively RL-based NAS and gradientbased NAS methods build a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and search a subgraph as the optimal architecture [25, 24, 26] . But current NAS methods are difficult to optimize because of the high dimensional search space.
Based on pre-defined search space that consists of the candidate operations and skip connections, NAS methods aim to find an optimal combination. The initial definition of operations is fine elements like ReLU activations, convolution layer, batch normalization, etc., which leads to huge search space so as to make NAS unpractical [12] . For reducing search space, [14] and [13] combine fine elements to build higher-level operations based on the hand-designed architectures like Conv-BN-ReLU, Depthwise convolution, etc. and obtain impressive performance. Meanwhile [18, 19] manually define some skip connection rules like recursive way etc. to constrain the connection degree of freedom. The attention of researcher turns from search space to topology [17, 26] . Although the academic performance keep improved, the searched topologies may still suffer from overfitting as NAS still
does not yet work in many practical tasks like face recognition.
In this paper, for improving generalization of NAS, our attention turns from topology to feature information. We try to fix skips and focus on learning a combined depth-level operations to represent both the depth-level feature and transformation-level feature.
Methodology
As mentioned in section1, we take the existing topology architectures as our backbone to be optimized. We fix the skips, and optimize the combined operators based on current backbone. Note that we do not optimize skips and operators in alternative way but we think it would work well. Also note that the feature-level optimization does not conflict with topology optimization. One can optimize topology first and then NAR, which also can be seen as some kind of alternating method. In this paper we only focus on being practically feature-level optimization (NAR).
The Definition of Search Space
We define the rules that how to build search space. First, given the task that need to be applied by NAS, we take the state-of-the-art architecture that based on current research as our base model and do not modify the skip connections. Non-modified skips can be seen as higher level kind of high level combined operations, like the combination of skips and operations. Then, the search space composed by operator and skip is reduced to operator only.
Following the works [15] we take their operations as our operator candidates, conv3 * 3, conv5 * 5, depthwise3 * 3, depthwise5 * 5, max3 * 3, avg3 * 3. Note that we treat the max3 * 3 and avg3 * 3 as non-parameterized convolution-like operator. Given one architecture, we prefer to choose the candidate operators with no more parameters than the architecture operators to avoid parameter-overfitting.
For example, we take face recognition as our task in this paper and follow the rules, we take conv3 * 3, depthwise3 * 3, max3 * 3, avg3 * 3 as candidate operations since the face model only use conv3 * 3.
Neural Architecture Refinement
We choose RL-based NAS as our feature-level optimizer. Note that NAR is a kind of general method so that gradient-based NAS could achieve feature-level optimization as well. Following ENAS [15] , we use LSTM [37] as meta-controller that generate combination of operations and train the shared parameters of child models.
We experimentally find that there exists sampling bias when directly using ENAS, which might lead to less diversity of operations, so we fix the controller and pre-train the graph randomly for few epochs before starting to search. We think that the bias might be introduced by the different fitting capability of different operations, especially during the initial search. In the experiments, we denote the method using pre-train with suffix "PreTrain".
Experiment
We apply our method onto two kind of tasks, face recognition task and classification task. Note that NAS has not been applied to face recognition task.
Face Recognition
For face recognition, ArcFace [9] model is chosen as our baseline. We use NAR with and without pretrain to refine the feature of LResNet50E-IR and name the models that be optimized as LResNet50E-IR-Based and LResNet50E-IR-Based-PreTrain. We search the architectures over the proxy task we build and train them over whole dataset. Also, we transfer the searched architecture to other dataset for further comparison of generalization.
Dataset and Proxy Task
We choose face emore V1 [38, 39] and V2 [38, 9] as our training data, which consist 384,846 images with 85,164 identities and 5,822,653 images with 85,742 identities respectively. Distribution of face emore V1 and V2 are both non-uniform. Since face emore datasets are large, we build our proxy task for efficiency. We only randomly collect 160k dataset from face emore V2 as our proxy data. Subset consists 4k identities and each identity consists of 40 images. We split each identity into proxy training data with 36 and proxy valid data with 4. NAR optimizes the baseline LResNet50E-IR over proxy task. For the training details, we use SGDR [40] optimizer with T mult =2 ,T 0 =10, max learning rate = 0.1 and min learning rate = 0.0001. The training is ended after 150 epochs. As for data augmentation, we follow the same strategy as [9] .
We use LFW, CFP and AgeDB dataset as our test data:
• LFW [41] : LFW dataset contains 5749 different identities with 12,233 web-collected images. These images vary in pose, expression and illuminations. We use 6,000 face pairs by the standard protocol of unrestricted with labeled outside data.
• CFP [42] : CFP contains 500 subjects, each of which consists of 10 frontal and 4 profile images. There are 10 folders with 350 same-person pairs and 350 different-person pairs in each of the evaluation protocol and the protocol includes frontal-frontal (FF) and frontalprofile (FP) face verification. We only choose CFP-FP, which is the challenging subset of CFP.
• AgeDB [43, 39] : AgeDB contains 440 subjects with 12,240 images of varied pose, expression, illuminations, and age. The average age is 49 years with the minimum of 3 and maximum of 101.Test data of AgeDB divided into four groups with different year gaps, that is 5 years, 10 years, 20 years and 30 years. There are 10 spit images in each group, and each split includes 300 positive examples and 300 negative examples. We evaluate our model on AgeDB, that is the challenging subset.
Architecture Analysis
We optimize the LResNet50E-IR over proxy dataset by NAR without and with pre-train before start searching and donate them as LResNet50E-IR-Based and LResNet50E-IR-Based-PreTrain respectively. The optimized architecture vectors are shown in Table1, where we donate conv3 * 3, depthwise3 * 3, max3 * 3, avg3 * 3 as 0,1,2,3 respectively. Obviously, the vector of baseline is full of zero.
Even though we only set accuracy as the reward of our controller, We can see that five operators are replaced by NAR in LResNet50E-IR-Based, and there are eight in LResNet50E-IR-Based-PreTrain. These searched architectures are more efficient since our search space definition. We note that the deeper part of architectures is more probable to be optimized than shallower part and be combined irregularly, which indicates the abstract high-level feature might be difficult to design. Table 2 : LResNet50E-IR, LResNet50E-IR and LResNet50E-IR-Based-PreTrain trained over Faceemore V2
We believe that NAR can be a practical tool for model compression when we balance the accuracy and FLOPS. In addition, it is easy to observe that the model with pre-train has more diversity than that without pre-train, which partly proofs the bias issue we find.
Performance Analysis
We train the two optimized architecture over face emore and test them over LFW, CFP, and AgeDB respectively. For comparison, we train LResNet50E-IR in the same environment as our benchmark. The hyper-parameter configuration is the same as ArcFace. We use SGDR [40] training strategy with T mult =2 ,T 0 =5, max learning rate = 0.1 and min learning rate = 0.0001, and train for total 35 epochs.
From Table2, we can see that the LResNet50E-IR-Based-PreTrain trained on face emore V2 gain 99.75%, 97.61% and 97.13% compared to 99.68%, 97.54% and 96.86% over LFW, CFP-FP, AgeDB-30 face recognition dataset with 24% fewer FLOPS. LResNet50E-IR-Based obtain the similar results. The searched models maintain the regular performance over variation in pose, expression and illuminations of same person, and further, are more robust to the frontal-profile and large range of age of same person. It is important to note that NAR improves backbone over three datasets simultaneously while significantly reduce the FLOPS, which means that NAR eases the parameteroverfitting issue in handcrafted architecture.
Generalization
We think that the above results partly reflect the genralization of our models, as we search them over proxy task and transfer them to whole dataset for training. For further verifying the generalization, We directly train the searched architectures on face emore V1 without searching new ones. Note that the architectures are searched on proxy task of face emore V2, which is partly different with V1.
The results are shown in Table3. We can see that Both LResNet50E-IR-Based and LResNet50E-IRBased-PreTrain that trained over V1 can also achieve better performance over three datasets, which indicates that the searched architectures have better capability of generalization.
Classification Task
In classification task, we select ResNet-18 [35] as our baseline and refine it over CIFAR-10 [44] . We evaluate the searched model on CIFAR-10 and then transfer to ImageNet [45] . 
Dataset
• CIFAR-10:CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60000 32*32 color images with 6000 images per class. There are 50000 training images and 10000 test images.
• ImageNet:ImageNet consists of 1.28 million training images and 50k validation images (1-crop testing) with 1000 classes. We report the Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy.
Architecture Analysis
Our experiment follow the search strategy [35] . We search residual block in two way: 1)treat the whole residual block as one elements in search space, 2) treat each CONV-BN-RELU as one elements in search space. We can see that NAR works better when we optimize a large and deep model. Literally, Large and deep model is much more easy to overfit, which also demonstrate that NAR is practical for easing overfitting issues.
Results for classification
We evaluate ResNet-18-8 and ResNet-18-16 over CIFAR-10 and then transfer them to ImageNet for generalization test. The results are shown in Table5. The searched models obtain little improved performance on CIFAR-10 and comparable results on ImageNet but with fewer FLOPS.
The results in classification task also demonstrate that NAR can improve the model and has good capability of generalization.
Conclusion
NAR is a technique for refining neural architectures by reducing overfitting of parameters and architectures in NAS, which attains superior or comparable performance in both face recognition and image classification tasks. Through the experiment, we attribute the improvement to the design of search space, which only focus on operator with skip fixed. This can be evidenced from the largely reduced FLOPs and parameters in the refined architecture. Several transfer learning studies are conducted to further verify the generalization ability. The operator is also the primary elements for neural architecture acceleration and NAR provide a perfect solution for operator selection. Finally, despite that NAR achieves consistent performance in different computer vision tasks, skip connection, as the basic elemental elements of neural architecture, should also be explored. Since operator and skip have different contributions to architecture design, searching the optimal architecture in an alternative way worth further investigation.
